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By using the Racah technique we investigate the group properties of relativistically invariant 
equations of the type aa&cft/! + Kl/J = 0. The treatment presented is a further development of 
the work of the author. 2 A consistent procedure is given for finding the commutation relations 
which completely determine the algebra of the a matrices, by using the technique of j sym
bols and transformation matrices. As simple examples we give the complete commutation 
relations for the Duffin-Kemmer equation with spin 1 and for the generalized Pauli-Fierz 
equation. A classification is given of covariants which form a U (a )-algebra with respect to 
reflection and charge conjugation. We obtain relations by means of which the infinitesimal 
matrix Iij is expressed in terms of the a matrices. We discuss the structure of the com
plete interaction Lagrangian. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

DuRING the past few years the methods of the 
theory of angular momentum which were first 
treated by Racah1 have been developed further in 
the form of the theory of j symbols, transforma
tion matrices, and irreducible tensor operators. 
At the same time, these methods are finding a 
wider and wider range of application. In particular, 
they are the basis for the theory of atomic and nu
clear spectra, for the scattering of particles, and 
the theory of parentage coefficients. In the pres
ent paper these methods are applied to the theory 
of relativistically invariant equations of the type 

(1.1) 

In a definite sense the proposed approach is a 
further extension of previous work of the author. 2 

The algebraic method of investigation2 in which 
the matrix ai is treated as a unit symbol has a 
definite advantage with respect to the writing of 
the matrices in explicit form 3 or in the form of an 
expansion in terms of some known matrices.4 

From the products of the matrices ai one con
structs2 covariant quantities (called symmetrizers) 
which transform according to irreducible repre
sentations of the Lorentz group. The matrix ai 
transforms with respect to the index i like a vec
tor D (%% ). For example, from the products of 
two matrices ai ak one can select three symme
trizers corresponding to the expansion 

D (1M/2) x D (1M/2) = D (11) + D (1001) + D (00). 
(1.2) 

In reference 2 we gave a procedure for con
structing symmetrizers (in tensor and canonical 
bases) corresponding to the expansion (1.2), and 
analogous expansions for the products of three or 
more matrices. 

In the U ( a )-algebra there are contained basis 
vectors which transform according to the repre
sentation 

L = S X S, (1.3) 

where S is the representation according to which 
lf! transforms in equation (1.1). Equating to zero 
the basis of the representations contained in the 
products of the type (1.2) and not contained in (1.3), 
we obtain a series of commutation relations. How
ever, there is a difficulty in separating identical 
representations since, even when one includes 
supplementary symmetry conditions, not all the 
representations are sorted out. 

In Sec. 2 of the present paper we treat a tech
nique based on the theory of angular momentum 
which enables one, from the representation S and 
the values of the independent constants in the 
matrix ai, to obtain the complete commutation 
relations and to find all independent covariants of 
the U (a )-algebra. In Sec. 3 we consider the 
classification of representations with respect to 
reflection and charge conjugation, and also formu
late various physical requirements in the language 
of the Racah method. In Sec. 4 we give a table of 
representations which enables one relatively easily 
to obtain the commutation relations for equations 
with spins not exceeding %. As an example we 
treat the complete commutation relations for the 
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generalized Pauli-Fierz equation. Finally, in the 
last section we discuss some specific simplica
tions which arise when the method is applied to 
equations with interaction. 

2. RACAH'S METHOD AS APPLIED TO RE LA
TIVISTIC EQUATIONS 

The application of the methods of the theory of 
angular momentum to relativistically invariant 
equations is based on the specific structure of the 
matrices ai. Since I{! transforms according to a 
finite dimensional representation S, ai according 
to the representation D (%% ), and a a Balf! as 
does lf!, transforms according to the representa
tion S, the matrix ai is an aggregate of Clebsch
Gordan coefficients (with certain arbitrary con
stant factors) which project the space S x D (%%) 
on s. 5 

Equation (1.1) can be rewritten in the form 

~ a~~; P'Q' (P'1/2p'm I Pp) (Q'1/2q'n I Qq) am,. ..P:~~9' 
P'Q's'p'q'mn 

+ x..p:qQ = 0. (2.1) 

Here PQ and P' Q1 are the weights of the repre
sentations, pqp'q'mn are indices of the correspond
ing basis vectors, and the index s numbers the 
identical representations. 

According to (2.1) the matrix a~n1!2 is broken 
up into individual blocks aPQ; P'Q', which are 
Clebsch-Gordan matrices multiplied by a certain 
constant coefficient a~; P'Q': 

ri.PQ; P'Q' = aPQ; P'Q' (P' 1/2P' m IPp)( Q' 1M' n I Qq). (2. 2) 

In the process of investigation of the equations 
-in finding the commutation relations, consider
ing various physical requirements, and computa
tions -we deal with products of the a matrices, 
i.e., with combinations of Clebsch-Gordan coeffi
cients. In the general case any such combinations 
can be represented as a complicated expansion in 
generalized Wigner coefficients; the coefficients 
of this expansion are the j-symbols. 6 For the 
theory of relativistic equations the corresponding 
formulas which are considered below are not very 
complicated. 

If we multiply two matrices with matrix ele
ments of general type 

aM,N, = aP;Q;: P"Q" (Pk.Miphmd P,p,) ( QkNlqhnd Q,q,), (2.3) 

aM,N, = ap"Q"; PzQz (PzM 2Ptm2l PhPR.)( Q,N 2q1n2l Qkqk) (2.4) 

[for Mt = Nt = M2 = N2 = %, we have the special 
case of (2.2)] the matrix element of their product 
has the form 

aM,N,aM,N, = ~ ap, Q;; PkQkaPkQk; PzQz (PkMipkmii P,p,) 
PkQII.pkqk 

X (PzM2Ptm2jPkpk)(QkNtqkntj Q,q,)(QzN2qtn2j Qkqk). 
(2.5) 

From the product (2.5), according to reference 
2 [cf. formula (1.2)], we can separate out a sym
metrizer characterized by the indices MN. To do 
this we can make use of the well-known formula6 

~ (PkMtpkmtiP,pt)(PzM2pzm2jPkpk)(M2Mtm2mtl M12mi2) 
m, 

1= WI (PzM2PzM1; PkMI2)(PzM 12pzmt2jP,p,). (2.6) 

The coefficient W 1, which has been treated by 
Jahn, 7 is related to the Racah coefficient by the 
equation 

WI (PzM2P;M1; PkM12) 

= V(2Pk+ 1)(2M12 + 1) W (P1M2P;M1; PkM 12). (2. 7) 

Thus the matrix element of the irreducible sym
metrizer MN, obtained from the product of the 
two matrices (2.3) and (2.4) has the form 

2} aP;Q;:PkQkapkQk; PzQz wl (P,M2PiMI; PkM12) 
PkQk 

(2.8) 

If we consider the product of three matrices a, 
then for the symmetrizer with indices MN we ob
tain the formula 

~ aP;Q;; PkQk apkQk; PzQz aPzQz; PmQm 
PkQkPzQz 

XW1 (PzM2P;M1; PkM12) W 1(PmM3P;M12; PzM) 

X WI( Q,N2Q;N1; QkN12)Wl( QmNa Q;N12; Q,N) 

X (PmMPmm jP;p;) ( QmNqmn j Q;q;). (2.9) 

In the most general case the symmetrizer 
formed from products of a matrices is made up 
of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients with constant fac
tors apQ, P'Q' not depending on the projection. 
The factors aPQ, P'Q' depend on constant factors 
in the matrix ai and on the specific set of j-sym
bols. Thus, the quantities D ( 1 1) formed from 
products of two a matrices and from products, 
for example, of twelve a matrices differ only in 
the particular values of the coefficients apQ, P'Q'· 
Any matrix element can be immediately written if 
we give the number of matrices in the product, 
the representation, and the method of combining 
the angular momenta. 

To each matrix element there corresponds a 
simple graphical rule. Thus, for the successive 
products of two matrices (2.8) and three matrices 
(2.9), we have Figs. 1a and b. The process of 
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a b 
FIG. 1. 

writing symmetrizers by using graphs is standard 
and does not present any difficulties. 

If the separating out of irreducible symme
trizers is not done in sequence, any j-symbols 
can occur. Thus aaak au in canonical form 
corresponds to Fig. 2. 

FIG. 2. 

The 9j-symbols appear explicitly in the matrix 
element. However, for the investigation of rela
tivistic equations it is sufficient to consider ex
pressions corresponding to successive addition of 
angular momenta, in terms of which all others 
are expanded corresponding to any other law of 
addition; i.e., it is sufficient to know the coeffi
cients W 1• Moreover, for this investigation one 
needs only a very restricted set of the w1 coeffi
cients. In considering these coefficients we must 
remember the symmetry rules for the Racah co
efficients: 

W (abed; ef) = W (bade; ef) = W (ed ab; ef) = W (ae bd; fe) 

= (- l)e+f-a-d W (ebef; ad)=(- l)e+f-b-c W (ae fd; be). 
(2.10) 

In addition, if e and f are defined uniquely by the 
assignment of a, b, c, d, the corresponding Wt is 
equal to unity. For example, 

W1 (1/2 1/212; l 3/2) = W1 (1/2 1/2% 1/2; II)= I. 

Then in investigating the products up to six 
matrices and equations with a maximum spin of 
%, we need to know altogether 25 w1 coefficients. 

The symmetrizers which can be formed from a 
specific number of a matrices transforming ac
cording to a single representation differ from one 
another in the coupling scheme. Thus from three , 
matrices one can in general form four linearly in-
dependent symmetrizers transforming according 
to D (%% ). In their coupling methods we distin
guish coupling schemes which are determined by 
how the angular momenta add (the graph) and the 
order of coupling, which is determined by the ar-

rangement of signs on the added angular momenta 
(cf. reference 6). The transition from one coupling 
scheme to another is accomplished by means of 
transformation matrices. To investigate equations 
(1.1) it is sufficient to choose one coupling method 

(2.11) 

i.e., one method of successive addition of angular 
momenta. Since the matrix transforms according 
to the representation D (%% ), each of the suc
cessively added angular momenta is equal to %. 
Therefore, the symmetrizers differ only in the 
quantities h2, h23, h234 • Their assignment com
pletely determines the symmetrizer for which we 
introduce the notation 

{2.12) 

In the notation (2.12) we write a complete set 
of basic symmetrizers for the products of two, 
three, and four matrices: 
two matrices: 

F (1; 1), F (1; 0), F (0; 0); (2.13a) 

three matrices: 

F (1%; P/2), F (P/2; Il/2), F (P/2; 01/ 2), F W/2; Ph), 
F W/2; 01/2), F (01/ 2; P/2), F (01/ 2; 01/2); (2.13b) 

four matrices: 

F (P/22; 1 %2), F (13/22; PM), F (P/22; P/21), 

F (P/22; 01/ 21), F (1%2; P/20), F (1%2; 01/ 20), 

F(1%1; P/21), F(1%1; P/21), F(P/21; 01/ 21), 

F (P/21; 1%1), F (P/21; P/21), F (P/21; 01/ 21), 

F (01/ 21; J3j21), F (01/ 21; P/21), F (01/ 21; 01M), 
F (Ja/21; Jlj20), F (P/21; F/20), F (01/ 21; Jlj20), 

F (P/21; 01/ 20), F (P/2 1; 01/ 20), F (01/ 21; 01/ 20), 

F (Jlj20; Jlj20), F (F/20; 01/ 20), 

F (01/20; Jlj20), F (01/ 20; 01/ 20). (2.13c) 

For the representation D ( mnnm) we have here 
written only D ( mn ). The symmetrizer F for 
D ( nm ) is obtained by an obvious permutation of 
the arguments. 

The U ( a )-algebra is determined by the rela
tions between the matrices F. According to Ref. 
2, that part of the matrix F is equal to zero which 
refers to representations not contained in S x S. 
Thus for S = D ( 1001) + D (% %> we have 
F ( 1 %; 1%) = 0. To find the remaining commuta
tion relations by use of the graphs, we write the 
corresponding coefficients in the matrix elements 
of the symmetrizers, which transform according 
to the same representations, and compare them to 
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one another and thus find the required relations. 
Thus, for D (%%%% ), if the constant coefficients 
in the matrix a are equal to unity (Duffin-Kemmer 
equation), we have F(1%; 1%) =..f3F(1%; o%) 
etc. for all products of three matrices. 

In order to find the complete set of commutation 
relations we must see how the relations between 
symmetrizers with a larger number of matrices 
are consequences of the corresponding formulas 
for symmetrizers with a smaller number of 
matrices. Thus, when 

(2.14) 

the symmetrizers 

F (P/22; P/22) = F (13Jz2; 

= F (P/21; P/21) = 0 

Pj21) = F (P/2 1; Pj22) 

(2.15) 

correspond to the multiplication of F ( 1 %; 1%) 
by a from the right; the result of multiplication 
from the left is also equal to zero. In this case 
we have in place of 

F (((j d 2) j d a)j 123j ,j; ((j~j~)j~2j~)j~2aj:f) 

a different order of coupling: 

F u1w2j3)j23j4)j234j; j;<u~j~)j~3oj~34j'). 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

By the use of the transformation matrix, which has 
been discussed in detail by Yutsis, Levinson, and 
Vanagas6• quantities of the type (2.17) can be ex
panded in the basis vectors (2.16). Using the 
properties of the transformation matrix6 we obtain 
for functions of the type 

<f>X(jl2jl23j) = <P (j4 ((jlj2)j]2j3)j123j), 

the relations 

<f>X U2aj) = ~ wl (jlMja; j12j23) <P (j12j), (2.18) 
iu 

<f>X (j 23j 234fJ 

= ~ wl U1jdj4; j12aj2aJ wl U1M12aja; j12jd <P Ud123j), 
iuiu. (2.19) 

<f>X U2aj234j2345j) = ~ wl U1j234jis; j1234j2a4s) 
iuit2si12a4 

(2.20) 

The quantities Fx are then obtained in an ob
vious way: 

P U2aj; j~aj') = ~ W1 U1Mja; j12j23) W1 (j~j~j'j;; j;2j~a) 
' i12h2 

xF U12j; j;2j'). (2.21) 

Using these formulas we find from (2.14) the 
relations 

-./2 l'2 l'6 + V 3 Fao = - 9- (F12 + h1) + - 9- (Fra + Fa1) 

2V3 1 2 2 + - 9- (F2a + Fa2) + 9 Fu +g- F22 + 3 Faa = 0, (2.22) 

where the subscripts 0, 1, 2, 3 replace 1 % 2; 
1 % 1; 1 % 1; 0 % 1. 

After having determined the consequences of 
the commutation relations between symmetrizers 
with a smaller number of matrices, comparing the 
symmetrizers which remain independent we find 
additional commutation relations between them 
(cf., for example, formula (4.4) later on). 

Later, in Sec. 3, in the classification of repre
sentations with respect to charge conjugation, it is 
important to know symmetrizers when the order 
is changed to the reverse order; i.e., it is nec
essary to know the expansion in basis vectors of 
quantities of the type 

<D" (j,5j345j2345j) = <D ((((jsj4) j45ja) ja45j2) j234ohj). 

The appropriate formulas are obtained by using 
the transformation matrices: 

(2.23) 

<D* Ua,j2a,j) = ~ (- 1)HWI Ua,Mh; j2s4b) 
/u/121 

(2.25) 

The quantities F* are found in a manner similar 
to (2.21). 

The method developed above makes it possible 
to obtain the complete system of commutation re
lations. In various cases, their determination is 
considerably simplified by considering various 
symmetry conditions and physical requirements 
on the equations. 

3. SYMMETRY LAWS AND PHYSICAL 
REQUIREMENTS 

In the theory of relativistic equations, in addition 
to the requirement of relativistic invariance, vari
ous symmetry laws and physical requirements play 
an important role, among them invariance with re
spect to reflection, charge conjugation, time re
versal, Lagrangian symmetry (the existence of a 
bilinear nondegenerate Lagrangian function), defi
niteness of the charge density or energy, presence 
of various spins and mass states. Various ques
tions are related to these requirements; for ex
ample, concerning supplementary conditions, con
cerning the infinitesimal group ring, and equivalent 
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representations. Various physical requirements 
impose particular additional restrictions on the 
coefficients aPQ, P'Q' in the matrix a. In addi
tion, each symmetry permits one to introduce a 
distinction between identical representations and 
thus to give an additional classification of the sym
metrizers constituting the U ( a )-algebra. In the 
following we consider symmetry with respect to 
reflection, charge conjugation, and Lagrangian 
symmetry. 

The reflection operation corresponds to the 
transformation 

D(PQ)~D(QP). (3.1) 

For equations which are invariant with respect to 
reflection we have 

(3.2) 

tions which are invariant with respect to this oper
ation, 

(3.5) 

Using a function F* with the reverse order of 
addition of angular momenta, we can write the 
charge-even function D ( jj' )+ as 

, , . , , 
F Uti2 ... j, iti2• .. j') +F (iti2 ... j; id2· .. j'), (3.6) 

and the charge-odd function D ( jj' ) _ as 
I I • I I 

F U1i2 . .. j; i1i2 . .. j')- F U1i2 ... j; i1i2 ••. j'). (3. 7) 

Using the notation we have introduced and the 
formulas of Sec. 2, we give the four independent 
symmetrizers D (%% ), consisting of three 
matrices; 

F+ (1112; 11/2)+, 

p+ (1112; P/2)_, 

The relations 

p+ (01/2; 01/2)+, 

p-(11/2; 0112) -· 
We note that, for quantities F corresponding to 
(3.1), there must be one and the same type of coup
ling. If P and Q are different, the representation p+ (01/2; 01/2)_ = ! p+ (P/2; 01/2)_ =- p+ (11/2; 11/2)_, 

of the full Lorentz group consists of two representa- p+ (11/2; 01/2)+ = 2 V:f[p+ (P/2; P/2)+- p+ (01/2; 01/2)) 

tions of the proper group: are valid. 

F U1i2 . .. j; i~i~ . .. j'), F (j~j~ ... j'; hi2 ... j). (3.3) 

If P and Q are identical, we can have two types 
of representations: tensor or pseudo-tensor. For 
example, among the four symmetrizers D (%% ), 
consisting of three matrices, we have three vector 
symmetrizers 

F (PJ2; P/2), F W/2; 01/2), 

F {Jlj2; 01/2) + F (01/2; Il/2) = p+ (Pj2; 01/2) 

and one pseudo-vector 

F (11!2; 01/2)- F (01/2; P/2) = p- W/2; 01/2). 

We denote even representations by D+( P; P ), 
and odd representations by D-( P; P). Then it is 
not difficult to carry out a classification of the 
symmetrizers of the U (a )-algebra if we remem
ber that products of two even or two odd repre
sentations give only even representations, while 
products of even by odd representations give odd 
representations; products of two representations 
of the type (3.3) give equal numbers of even and 
odd representations. Thus, for S = D ( 1 %% 1 ) 
+ D (% 00 %) we have 

L = D (2112) +D (2002) +D+ (3/2 3/2) +D- (3/ 2 3/ 2) 

+ 4D (3/2 1/2 1/2 3/2) +3D+ (11) +3D- (11) + 5D (1001) 

+ 4D+ (1/2 1/2) + 4D- (1/2 1/2) +2D+ (00) +2D- (00). 
(3.4) 

The operation of charge conjugation is associated 
with a transformation of the matrices. For equa-

For the classification of the symmetrizers of 
the U (a )-algebra with respect to charge conjuga
tion, we consider the matrix elements aPQ; P'Q'· 
The non-diagonal elements apQ; P'Q'• ap'Q'; PQ 
correspond to twice as many equal representations. 
Half of them are even. To the diagonal element 
aPQ; PQ• since under charge conjugation there is 
a change in the order of addition of the angular 
momenta to the reverse order, there corresponds 
a factor (- 1 )2Pt-p (- 1 )2Q1-Q A, where P1Q1 
are the angular momenta characterizing S in 
§' x S. The factor A is equal to + 1 for tensor 
representations and - 1 for spinor representations. 

According to the above rules, we give the 
U (a )-algebra with a classification according to 
reflection and charge conjugation for the following 
equations: 

1. Dirac equation, S = D (% 00 % ): 
L = D (1001)_ +D+ (1/2 1/2)+ +D- (1/2 1/2)_ 

(3.8) 

2. Duffin-Kemmer equation (spin 0 ), S = D ( %%) 
+ D(OO): 

L = D+(ll)+ +D (1001)_ +2D+(OO)+ 

3. Ginzburg equation ( spin %. %) , 
S = D ( 1 %% 1) + 2D (% 00 %) : 

(3.9) 
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L = D(2112)_-f-D(2002).,_-f-D+(3/z 3/z)++D-(3/z 3/z)_ 

+3D+ (II)+ +2D+ (11)_ + 2D- (11)+ +3D- (11)_ 

+3D (3/z 1/z 1/z %)+ +3D (3/z 1/z 1/z 3/z)_ + 2D (1001)+ 

+ 8D (1001)_ + 7D+ (1/z 1/z)+ + 2D+ (1/z 1/z)_ 

+ 2D- (1/z 1/z)+ + 7D- (1/2 1/ 2)_ + 5D+ (00)+ + 5D- (00)+ 
(3.10) 

For equations which are invariant under La
grangian symmetry, 

aPQ; P'Q' = ± aQ'P'; QP' (3.11) 

According to (3.2), (3.5), and (3.11) Lagrangian 
symmetry is a consequence of symmetry with re
spect to reflection and charge conjugation. 

The metric matrix 1], by means of which we 
form an invariant from the product lf!*1Jlf!, can be 
expressed in terms of the basic covariants, if we 
consider that its matrix elements have the form 

aP (PPp- p 1 00). (3.12) 

In treating the spin properties of relativistic 
systems, the investigation of the infinitesimal 
group ring constructed from the infinitesimal ro
tation matrices Iij plays an important part. 

The infinitesimal matrix Iij satisfies the well
known relations 

U;k, lil I = - giiht + gul ki + gk/u- gkzlii> (3.13) 

[a;, liiJ = g;iak- g;kaf. (3.14) 

These relations can be written in covariant form 
in the tensor basis. For example, (3.13) has the 
form 

l;kltm-ltmlik = 0, l;klu -luf;h = Imklzm-ltmlmk· 
(3.15) 

In the canonical basis the matrix Iij can be 
written as I~. ~~- The symmetrizers from I 
and I, a are made up in a manner analogous to 
the symmetrizers from a (Sec. 2). We denote the 
corresponding quantities by FI, Fia· Then the 
conditions (3.13) and (3.14) take the form 

F1 (1; 1)_ = 0, F1 (1; 0) = Jl0 , F1 (0; 1) = ! 01 , (3.16) 

Fla (3/z 1/z 1/z 3/z)+ = 0, F/a(l/z 1/z)+ = 0, 

F~a (1/z 1/z)+ = a'1• '1•. (3.17) 
The relations (3.16) and (3.17) enable us to deter
mine the explicit form of the infinitesimal matrix 
for alf! transforming according to a given repre
sentation S. The numerical values of the coeffi
cients in the matrix elements of the matrix 
Ito ( I01) 

(3.18) 

are determined from the relation 

bP;Q;; PkQkbPkQk; PzQz w1 (Pz1P;1; Pk1) w1 (Qz OQ;O; QkO) 

(3.19) 

For the Duffin-Kemmer equation (spin 1) we have 

(3.20) 

For the Pauli-Fierz equation 

b.;, o; •;, o = f/3 I 2, b•;, 1 ; •t, 1 = Vill, 

(3.21) 

Using formulas of the type (3.20) and (3.21) and 
also the basic symmetrizers of the U (a )-algebra, 
it is not difficult to find the expression for the in
finitesimal matrix Iij in terms of the matrices a 
(cf. Sec. 4). Knowing it, we can find the supple
mentary restrictions which are imposed by the 
presence of definite spin and mass states. Using 
the spin operator Z = - (1~ 2 + Ii3 + I~3 ) • 4 we sepa
rate out the parts of the wave function with definite 
spin ( Z - ~ ( ~ + 1)) lf;. and by using a0 the part 
with a definite mass state. The general appearance 
of the formulas which describe the spin-mass 
states of the system is the following: 

[Z- £1 (£1 + 1)1 ••. [Z- Sr (sr + 1)1 (a5- mi) 

... (a~- m;) = 0. (3.22) 

The minimal equations for spin and for mass 
states are special cases of (3.22): 

rz- :;1 <£1 + 1)1 1z- :;2 (:;z + 1)1 ... = o, (3.23) 

(a~- mi) (a~- mp ... = 0. (3.24) 

By virtue of relativistic invariance all these 
formulas can be represented as a definite sum of 
covariants. Writing formula (3.22) in covariant 
form and expanding the left side into basic sym
metrizers, and equating each of them to zero, we 
obtain all the relations caused by the presence of 
specific spin and mass states. Thus, from the 
relation a~ - a0 = 0 it follows that F ( 1 %; 1 %) 
= 0 and a~ai + auaiau + aia~ = 9ai 

If we write (3.22) in canonical form, the corre
sponding expansion can be obtained by means of 
the usual Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. The treat
ment of other physical requirements also is sim
plified considerably in the present formalism. 

4. EXAMPLES 

As simple examples of the application of the 
method described, we find the commutation rela
tions and write the basis vectors for equations of 
which the Pauli-Fierz equation is a special case, 
and for the Duffin-Kemmer equation (spin 1) (cf. 
also reference 4). In finding the commutation re-
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lations it is very important to have a table of sym
metrizers with an additional classification with 
respect to reflection and charge conjugation. Such 
a table, formed from the products of two, three, 
four, and five matrices, enables one immediately 
to find the commutation relations for particles with 
maximum spin %, 1, and %. For the investigation 
of higher spins the table must be extended further. 

In order to write down immediately the commu
tation relations for equations with spin %. 1, and 
the generalized Pauli-Fierz equation, it is suffi
cient to give the classification for products of no 

Two matrices: 

D (11): 
D (1001): 

D(OO): 

D+ {11)+, F (1; 1), [1]; 
D (10)_, F (1; 0), [2]; 
D+ (00)+, F (0; 0), [3]. 

Three matrices: 
D(3/z 2/2): D+(3/z 3/a)+, Foo, [1]; 

D (a;2 1f21/2 s/2}: { D (3/2 1/2)+, Fo!- lf3 Fo2. {F (P/2; 01/2)+}, 
D (3/z 1/z)_, V3 Fo1 + F02, {F (f3/z; 01/z)_}, l D+ (l/z 1/2)+, 5Fu + V3 F~2 + 3F22• {F Wfz; 11/z)+}, 

D+ (1/z 1/2)+, 3Fn- lf3 F~2 + 5F22• {F (01/z; 01/2)+}, 
D (1/2 1!2): -

D+ (1/2 1/z)_, 3Fu- V3 F~2 - 3F22• {F (11/2; 11/z)_}, 

D- (1/z 1/z)-. Ff2, {F (fl/2; 01/z)_), 

Four matrices: 

[2]; 
[3]; 

[4]; 

[5]; 

[6]; 

[7]. 

D(22): D+ (22)+, Eoo. {F (P/22; P/22)+}, [1]; 

more than four matrices. In thtl table, to save 
space, for the products of three matrices the 
functions F are written in the form Fik• for four 
matrices in the form Eik· For three matrices the 
indices 0, 1, 2 replace the pairs 1%, 1%, o%; for 
four matrices the indices 0, 1, 2, 3, replace 1 % 2, 
1% 1, 1 %' 1, 0 % 1. Below we give the classifica
tion, where we have written the independent basis 
vectors and given their order numbers in square 
brackets. In the curly brackets, we give the origin 
of the symmetrizer (to within a factor). 

l D (21)+, 

D (21)_, 

D(21)_, 

- 2Eor + VZ E02 + VB Eos. {F (f3/z2; Pfz1)+}, [2]; 

[3]; 

[4]; 

D (2112): 

D (2002): 

V2 E01 + 5Eo2- V3 Eos. {F (1 3/22; 11/21)_}, 

l"2 E01- Eoz + V3 Eos. {F (13/22; 01/21)_}, 

{ 
D (20)+, E04, {F (f3/z2; fl/20)~}, 

D (20)+, Eo5 , {F (f3/z2; 01/zO)+}, 

[5]; 

[6]; 

( D+ (11)+, 

D+ {11)+, 

2En + E22 + 3Ess- VZ E~2 , {F (01/21; 01fz1)+}, [7]; 

4En+8E22-12Ess+13VZ E~2 +VB E~3 +2V3 E:3• {F (P!zi; fl/21)+}, 
[8]; 

D+ (11)+, 

D+ (11)+, 

D (11): ~ D+ (11)_, 

D+ {11)_, 

v- {11)+, 

v- {11)_, 

v- (11)_, 

4En- 4E22 + V2 E~2 - VB E~3 + 4 V3 E:3• {F (1l!z1; 01fz1)+}, [9]; 

V ti E~3 - y3 E:3 , {F (f3/z1; 01fz1)+- F (fl!zi; 01/z1)+}, [10); 

-2En + 5Ez2- 3Eaa- 2 l"2 E~2 + V6 E~3 + 2 V3 E~3 • 
{F (fl!zi; fl/z1)_}, [11]; 

- 2Eu- E22 + 3E33 + VZ E~2 , {F (01/z1; 01/z1)_}, [12]; 

- 2E;3 + y2 E:1 +VB Ef2 , {FJP!zi; 01/21)+}, [13]; 

VZ E~3 + 5E:1 - V3 Ef2 , {F (01/21; f3/z1)_}, [14]; 

V2E;3-E;1 +V3Ef2 , {F(f3/z1; flJzi)_}, [15]; 

( D (10)+, -2E14 + VZ E24 +VB Es4. {F (1 3fz1; 11/20)+}, 

\ D (10)+, -2Ero + VZ Ezo +VB Ea5. {F (f3/21; 01/zO)+}, 

[16]; 

[17]; 

{ D (10)_, V2 Ea + 5Ez4- V3 Est. {F (P!zi; 11/zO)_}, [18]; 

D (10)_, V2 Ero + 5E25- V3 Eas, {F (11/z1, 01/zO)_}, [19]; 
D (1001): 

I D (10)_, V2 Eu- E24 + lf3 E34, {F (01 /21; 11/zO)_}, [20]; 

l D (10)_, l"2 E15- Ezs + l"3 Eso. {F (01/21; 01/20)_), [21]; 

("''"''· 
E44· (F (11/20; iljeO)+}, [22]; 

D+ (00)+, Eos. {F (01/zO; 01/zO)+}, [23]; 
D(OO): D+ (00)+, E~5' {F W!zO; 01/zO)+}, [24]; 

v- (OO)+, E!s• {F W!zO; 01/zO)_}, [25]. 
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Here Efk = Eik + Eki, Efk = Eik - Eki • 
For the representations D ( mnnm) we give the 

formulas only for D (mn), since in the case of the 
reverse order of indices the formulas are identical. 
In the follqwing the symmetrizer is denoted by the 
symbol z(l), where i is the number of a matrices 
in the pro~uct and k is the number in square brac
kets. 

Using this table we enumerate the commutation 
relations in canonical form for the Duffin-Kemmer 
algebra S = D (%%) + D ( 1 00 1 ). The symme
trizers appearing in the U (a )-algebra transform 
according to the representation 

L = D (2002)+ +D (3/2 1 /2 1 /2 3/2)+ +D (3/2 1/2 1 /2 3/2)_ 

+2D (1001)_ +2D+(1I)+ +D- (II)_ +D+(l/2 1/2)+ 

+D+ (1/2 1/2)_ +D- (1/2 1 /2)+ 

+D- (1/2 1/2)_ +2D+(OO)+ +D- (00)+. (4.1) 

We set the coefficients in the matrix a equal to 

alO; '/, .,, = aol; '/, 'I• = b' a.,, 'f,; lo = a.,, 'f,; ol = c. 

Then by the method described in section 2 we 
obtain the commutation relations between the three 
matrices: 

z~3> = 0, z~3> = 0, z~3> =- 2 V3bcz<1>, 

(3) 10 V3 b (1) (4. 2) z5 = --3 - cz . 

Using (2.18) - (2.21) we find basis vectors for 
four matrices which do not go over into one another 
by use of (4.2) or to the basis vectors for fewer 
matrices: 

z~4l, zi~>. zW, z~~>, z~~>. (4.3) 

Applying the same method to them we find just 
one more independent commutation relation for 
four matrices: 

z<4> = - 5 Y3 bcz~2>-! b2c2z<o> · (4.4) 
a 6 2 

Formulas (4.2) and (4.4) constitute the complete 
set of commutation relations. Using formulas 
(3.20) we obtain an expression for the infinitesimal 
matrix in terms of the matrices a: 

[1° = Jf6F (I; 0). (4.5) 

For the ·Pauli-Fierz equation the representation 
is S = D ( 1 % % 1 ) + D ( % 00 % ) . Then 
L =D (2II2)_ +D (2002)++2D+(II)+ +D+(II)_ 

+D- (II)++ 2D- (11)_ + 4D (1001)_ +D (1001)+ 

+ D + (% 3/2)+ + D- (3/2 3/2)_ + 2D (% 1/2 1/2 3/2)+ 

+ 2D (3/2 1/2 1/2 3/2)_ +3D+ (1/2 1/2)+ + D + (1/2 1/2)_ 

+D- (112 1/2)+ +3D- (1/2 1/2)_ + 2D+ (00)+ + 2D- (00)+. 
(4.6) 

We set the coefficients in the matrix a equal to 
a•;,l; 1'/2 = - a11/ 2 ; 1/ 21 = 0, al1,'2 ; 1/ 20 = a'/21; 0'/2 = y, 

- a'(,o; 11/, = - ao•J,; '/,1 = ~.- ao'J,; •;,o = a.J,o; o•J, = 0'"(4. 7) 

For the Pauli-Fierz equation 

a = V3 o = Ij2, r~ = ] 1 3/4. (4.8) 

The commutation relations between the four 
matrices for (4. 7) are obtained in the usual fashion. 
We have 

z~4 > = 0, z~4> = 0, b5Zk4> = akzF> + ck (z~4>- zit>), 

k = 8, 9, 10; 

l, m = 3, 4; 5, 6; 11, 12; 14, 15; 16, 17; 

(4.9) 

The constants appearing here are 

Table I. 

I a'y~ 

y3 5 y3 V3 1 
-- -6 --a a 6 6 3 2 

V3 1 V3 V3 :3 
a• 18 -6 3 -2 -2 

v3 1 vs 1 
i V3 -as 2 - 6 2 I 2 

1 v3 1 V3 
aa 6 2 -1 2 2 

1 V3 1 1 v~ 
a22 IS 12 6 6 -12 

1 V3 1 I 0 a2a 4 -6 0 12 
1 V3 5 v3 5 V3 1 

a24 -~ -
(j -36 12 12 

v3 fi V3 - V3 3 
en 9 -6 -3 2 

v3 V3 1 
er2 0 0 -3 2 -2 

17 v:3 3 
() e13 -IS 3 0 2 

7 I V3 0 0 ea 4 3 0 

V2 Vfi - v2 - v2 y6 
e3l ----y --2- 2 

V2 V6 
0 

V2 
0 ea2 6 3 I 4 

V6 3 V2 - V6 Vii v2 
eaa --2- 6 -2 

V6 
2 V2 0 0 0 ea. -2 

1 1 
0 a7 2 -1 0 2 

17 7 3 g 

as - 2 5 -z- -;r 
(j 

7 1 5 3 
ao 6 --z 1 -2 2 

1 1 
0 alO 2 -1 0 2 
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Table II. 

5'y[3 [J2y2 5a:y[3 a:'y(3 

I 
oc• 

Y3 1 Y3 
,]:22 ----r:r 0 2 -4 0 

3 1 
a2a 0 4 0 0 4 . 3 Y3 va 1 v:J 
a:!4 4 -12 2 -- -4 4 

1 
-va 9 

ez1 -- 0 2 0 2 
3 

-v3 e22 2 0 0 0 

1 
vs 

9 
e2a 0 4 0 2 

3 va 3 
e24 0 2 0 -y -2 

a. a. , atb~ a; bo a~b5 - a,b: 
di=--f+----'.. d·=---1-- ck = 

6 b6 l b6 ' b~ a1 -alo 

!'in 
b5 = Yif 62 vz . 1 v:r 

gn=T• li + y'Y~. bs = 26y t 2 ar, 

(4.10) 

.6. is the determinant formed from the quantities 
eik ( i, k = 1, 2, 3, 4 ); .6.n corresponds to .6. with 
one row replaced by the quantities bi ( i = 1, 2, 3, 4 ). 
Then in .6.18 the first row consists of the bi, in 
.6.19 the second row consists of the bi, etc; the 
constants are 

br = - ~3 62 - ; r~, 

'V3 1 b4 = 2 6r - 2 ra. 
The remaining constants are equal to the sum of 
products of quantities from the first row of tables 
1-3 by the appropriate coefficients, for example, 
a3 = (v3./6) o4 + % o2 'Yf3- . .. etc. 

These formulas give a complete set of commu
tation relations. Using the expressions for the 
symmetrizers of five matrices, one can show that 
no additional commutation relations arise from 
them. 

Using formulas (3.21) we obtain the expression 
for the infinitesimal matrix in terms of a: 

D.'= 

D.' t:.' /).' /).' 
po = _1 z(2) + ~ z(4) + _i! z(4) + ~ z(•>. 

/',. • a D.' 1s D.· 19 /':. • 20 • 

b1 e12 e1a eu 

b2 ezz eza ez, 

b3 e3z eaa ea4 

b4 e42 e43 eu 

A'= 'V3 
L> 1 2 e22 e2a e2• 

1 ea2 eaa ea• 
0 e4z e43 e44 

etc. 

(4.11) 

Table Ill. 

5'y 5•ocy Jsoc•y a:'y 

'V3 I -1 
5 'V3 -vs 3 a14 6 I -2 2 --r 

7 'V3 5 3 7 'V3 
va 3 au -6- -2 -2- 2 

3 
'V3 3'V3 3 3V3 au 2 --2- --z -3 --2-

1 
-5'V3 9f3 9 9 'V3 '~h2 2 --2- --z 3 ---r-

3 
vs 'V3 3 Y3 ·a16 2 2 -2 1 -z-

'V3 
1 

1 'V3 3 ·Ql7 6 --z 2 -vs -2 
3 3 3 3 a7 4 -1 -4 4 3 -;; 
19 15 9 9 .as -2 -1 2 -2 -3 2 

a9 -4 -1 0 3 -3 3 
3 1 9 3 a10 4 0 4 -4 0 -4 

5'V3 1 5 va 3 ·en -----r2 -4 -4 -vs 

\ 

4 
'V3 0 1 'V3 3 e,z -12 4 4 0 -4 
3 

2'Vs 5V3 3 Y3 e,a -4 --4- -4 2 -4 
3 

-'V3 vs 3 vs e .. -4 4 4 -1 4 

5. EQUATIONS WITH INTERACTION. 
CONCLUSION 

The method proposed permits one to make sim
plifications also in the treatment of equations with 
interaction and, in particular, to write immediately 
any covariant quantity for a system of interacting 
fields. As an example, we treat the description of 
the most general Lagrangian. The Lagrangian of 
a four fermion interaction (without derivates) 
( T/)01/J) ( cpOcp ) contains the invariants which appear 
in the product 

D (1/ 2 00 1/ 2) X D (1/ 2 00 1/ 2) X D (1/2 00 1/2) X D (1/2 00 1/2), 

(5.1) 

i.e., 10 invariants: five of the type n+( 00 ), and 
five of the type D- ( 00 ). 

To include interactions with derivates one must 
remember that, because of the commutation of 
components V'i with one another, all antisymmetric 
combinations of the V'i are equal to zero. Covari
ants can be formed only from the quantities 
n+ (mm >+· To include first order derivatives we 
must, in place of (5.1), consider the product 
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Usually one imposes the requirement that the 
coupling shall not exceed the order of the equation. 
In the Lagrangian ( ifjO'VIj!) ( cp0\7 cp) the derivatives 
occur in front of different fields, but they may 
give a second derivative in the equation. Varying 
with respect to cp, we have 

V ('i)O V'Jl) (po = (V\ji 0 V'Jl) ~0 + ('i) OVV 'Jl) (po 

+ ('i) o v 'P) v !po. (5.3) 

It is necessary that there be no terms of the second 
type. They are equal to zero if the quantity \7\7 is 
an antisymmetric combination. Therefore we must, 
in the first factor of (5.2), 

D1 (00) + 2D (1/ 2 1/ 2) + D (II)+ D (1001) + D2 (00) (5.4) 

drop the covariants D ( 1 1 ), D2 ( 00) as quantities 
which exceed the order of the equation. 

Thus for a four fermion interaction with deriv
atives we can write 51 invariants. They are not 
difficult to write, taking account of the different 
symmetries. Such a treatment can be generalized 
to any interaction. It should be noted that Racah' s 
method is entirely applicable to equations which 
are invariant with respect to three-dimensional 
rotations. 8 

As we have seen, Racah's methods permit a 
significant simplification in the theory of relativ
istically invariant equations, both in the obtaining 
of the commutation relations, as well as in the 
investigation of different physical requirements. 
Undoubtedly, in a future development of the appli
cation of Racah's method to relativistic equations, 
one will find further simplications. Possibly one 
will succeed in finding a general form of the com
mutation relations for a given lj! function which 

completely classifies all symmetrizers according 
to some group of maximal symmetry, in terms of 
the lj! and the quantities aPQ, P'Q'• and to write 
immediately all the necessary traces of matrices 
and to find a solution of a whole series of other 
questions. 

In conclusion, I express my deep gratitude to 
Professors V. L. Ginzburg, V. Ya. Fa!nberg and 
E. S. Fradkin for continued interest and discus
sion of the results. 
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